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EVENTS -OF-THE-WEEK
The best we can do is recommend complete re:laxation
over the short Easter vacation
period. But need we recommend more?

READERS ARE ADVI SED
To carefully' consider the
advertisements in this week's
They
issue of the NewS'.
guide you to some exceHent
styles.

•

~eacbers <to liege 1Rews
Columbia Medalist
W.inner, 1935

VOL. XXI.

Board Elects
Co-Editors to

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

/CPA First Place
1931-32-33-31-35

CHARLESTON, ILILINOIS, TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1936
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From E I to Washington I G.
rve p ro.g ram a t E as t ern on A prr•t i S
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p
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"I am quitting to go to school,"
•
.---answered Raymond Micks, a tr·a nsfer
student from Carbondale for
the Return Engagement Slated by
Lead s White Hussars
S.prin,g term, to the surprise of the
Instrumental Specialists Who
text-book librarian who asked, "And
Appeared Last Summer.
.
. .
.
Stanley Elam, Walton Morris to I why .are y~u qu'itting school?" - ,t he
Variety, Burlesque Keynote First
Edit News· Cavins Is Business 1 questwn bemg prompted by the fact
Herbert ~etne ana his Wh1te HusAmateur Prorgram; Joe Snyder
Manager. Al'n
Cl
J
h that Mr. Micks h ad just turned in his 1 sars, noted mstrumental and vocal en1
Wins Applause; Cooper, Spence
.
'
e
aar, osep books.
semble, will pr·e sent a program in the
Shine in New Roles.
Kelly Head Warbler.
Mr. Micks left last March 30 for college auaitorium Wednesday eveWashington, D. C., where he will at- ning, April 15, according to H. DeF.
Name Associate Editor tend a musical school, the Emergency Widger, chairman of the Entertain800 Students Atten d
Educational Radio Project sponsored ment Course committee, under whose
by NBC for unemployed music teach- auspices the program will be given.
Co-editors will guide the Teachers
By Staff Reporter
C ll
N
.
t
t ers. He wa.s one of the ten from the
Petrie and his troupe appeared here
Amateur
Night ha::, come and gone.
0 ege
1936
37
ews m
as he resul Midwest who were chosen by the NBC during the summer term of 1935. So
It was presented last Wednesday night
of elections by the Publications Board I in a musical contest held at Chicago enthusiastic was the reception that
, in the auditorium before an audience
last Tuesday morning. Other staff i on March 21. On Saturday, Maxch 28, Mr. Widger made every effort to reof some 800 people. It was the bigofficers for the
he received a telegram telling him · the engage the group. He succeeded midgest audience assembled to see or hear
News and Wars:1me and that all his expenses such as way in the school year.
a college cast perform this year. True,
, room and board would be paid and, 'i n 1 The Hussars will offer a program of
bler were also
' it was colossal! Stupendous! Gigantic
named at this
additic;.n, that he would receive 75 dol- J opera gems, marches, tuneful melodies,
as Donald Uavins in charge of the
lars a month. Thirty-nine others from symphonic arrangen.1:ents of familiar
meeting.
committee had advertised.
1
Stanley Elam,
all parts of the United States started classics and better modern composiJoe Snyder, who says he studies
this year's assowork with him on April 1.
tions. There will be instrumental and
music
as a hobby, proved the hit of
ciate editor, and
Mr. Micks is a graduate from the vocal numbers; solo and ensemble
the
show.
Joe, whose voice sounded
Walton M orr i &
Ma-rtinsville high school of Clark coun- presentations.
Herbert
Petrie
will
bring
hi:s
White
truly
as
good
. as any professional,
will head the
ty. He studied music at a college in
Herbert P~trie is a musi~ian, prowanted
to
be
h
again, but his
paper next year.
Ohio for two years and then attend- ducer, and drrector. He studied at the Hussars to Eastern for another program tutor The Wifee eard
sa·d
I , " no. "
Donald Cavins is
ed Carbondale for another two years American Conservatory of Music and
Mr. Blows himself was very much
business manager
before he transferred to Eastern for was a private pupil of Edward Lew- April 15. They were distinctly popular
and Florence CotWalt Morris
the spring term.
ellyn, first trumpeter of the Chicago with summer school students of last . surprised at their performances. Contingham won the
Symphony
orchestra. He first won year.
tradictory to predictions that his ama.....•....••...•••....••....••...••.••••..•..•••.•••
teurs are on the downgrade, it beimportant associate editor's post. Glenn
recognition with his own company in
came evident he is "tops" here.
Cooper is to serve as publicity direcvaudeville. He was later solo cornetIt was the 77.77 program the major
tor and art editor of the News.
ist in the famous Naval Battalion
has
conducted for the. Sassafras ComAline Claar, star feature and news
band, directed by John Phill'ip Sousa.
pany,
manufacturers of better sassareporter of the News this year, is the
He has. been solo cornet~st _with Dunbar
fras. Broadcasting from the Charlesnew Warbler editor. Joseph Kelly is
and With Al Sweet's smgmg band.
ton network of the Elas.tern Broadcastbusiness man ager.
--For four years he had charge of the
At a meeting Tuesday morning of , band at North central college. For 1 Meeting on special call to consider ing company and relayed through staElam, a sophomore, and Morris a
jun ior, will succeed Alexander Sum- the program committee of the Forum j th: past six yea;rs he has been in con- ~rr~ngements for entert~in~ng the I:- tion WEI the Unit (which from now
mers as editors of the News. Elam is and those interested 'tn participating cer t programs.
lm01s College Press assoCiatiOn here m on will be known as Unit 1) opened
editor of the Warbler this year. Gavins, in the R epublican convention plans
This group has appeared for many May, .Sigma Delta members and other the program with Eileen Petty singa iunior, falls heir to business man'
important occasions and people in journalists not connected with the or- ing, "You Can Depend On Me" so "Let
were formulated for the prtocedure and this and other countries.
ganization met at the home olf Mr. -and Yourself Go," followed by the faculty
ager position now held by Vincent
Kelly. Jos~ph Kelly, junior, succeeds assignments of sp~eches. were made.
Recreation tickets will admit. Ad- Mrs. F. L. Andrews Thursday evening. quartet plus two of L. F. Sunderman
c~arles Austin. Florence Cottingham Fifteen students, mcludmg two high mission will be 40 cents to all others.
Alexander Summers, president of the Donald Alter, J. Glenn Ross, and
Wlll be a senior next year, as will Mr. school seniors, were scheduled to head
ElsTc
association, expla'ined the tentative Thut who acted and sang as no other
Cooper.
the ~ari?us delegations and to de:iver Spotlight Is Received
plans now under consideration. He gay ninety-er could.
It was a gallant affair, all right,
Four of the new leaders are gradu- nommatmg speeches. A comnnttee I
I named
several committees which will
when
Robert Shiley took Florence
ates of TC high school. They are: was also chosen to draw up the party
Y tage epartment be active before and during the conLitchfield
for a ride on a bicycle built
Miss Glaa<r, platform.
--vention. They are:
for
two.
Mr. Morris,
Although the speeches have been asN~w sta~e. equipmen~ in the form. of
Banquet-Vincent Kelly, chairman;
Dale Schriner, iP'odunk Center, InMr. Cavins signed, there is still a demand fol'l a high eff1c1ency spot11ght was re~1v- Walton Morris, Charles Austin, Lois
4
diana,
played his own arrangement
and M i s s delegates-people who can make lots ed by George Henry, m~·ager, Friday. Cottingham and Esther Wiseh. ar,t .
of
popular
tunes. Agnes Worland gave
Cotth1 gham. of noise!
Money fro~ the ~ntertan~~ent Cour~e
Luncheon'_ Mary Alice Harwood,
to
the
world
the "gon,g" when she sang
Kelly is from
The next regular meeting · of the 1 fund proVIded ..this additwn.. ~; . 18 chairman; Aline Claar, E'valyn School60
seconds
of
soprano. 'fhe Harrod
West vi 11 e, Forum will be Thursday, April 23 . S. known as the Century Lekohte, one ey John Farrar S tanley EJam and
1
Elam is from E. Thomas, head of the History de- ' of the latest developme~~ in spot!Lghts. D;nald Cavins. '
'
(Continued on Page 8)
90
vartment,
will
speak.
It
has
per
cent
efflCiency,
whereas
Breakfast
Donald
Cav'ins
chairrrowbr i d g e,
---EISTc------IEisTc
the ol~er types had only 10 pe.r cent.
man; Frances Durgee, Jim 'Michael,
and Cooper
~pecia~ shutte~s on the spotlight per- Fern Tait, Milbra Osborn and LouiSe Bulletin for Summer
hails from STATE OFFICER WILL
SPEAK
FOR
'
S
EMINAR
nnt
spec1al shapmgs of the be~ms, and Lowry.
'
Decatur.
Term Reaches College
Mr.
Henry
promises
even
a
tnangular
Reception-Aline
Glaar
E\lelyn MayIt was anflood.
'
nounced at
Those wishing a copy of .the 1936
er, E'valyn Schooley, Frances Durgee,
---IEISTC--Assistant-State
veterinarian,
Dr.
G.
the Board
R ager J ones, Walton Morris, Doit summer term bulletin may obtain it in
FIDELIS WILL MEET
meeting that F . Myers, will speak on some phases of
Montgomery, Milbra Osborn, Louise the main office by inqu'iring at the
Aline Claar
more impor- veterinary work at the Zoology SemLowry, Mary Alice H~rwood, Fern Tait, 1 desk of Mrs. Lucille M. Schaudt. InFidelis will meet this evening to June ~eston, and Vwl~t Podesta.
tance will be attached to the associate inar Tuesday night. The meeting is
formation concerning the faculty, cureditor's position than ever before. Co- to be called at 7 o'clock in the Zoology transact important business, accordHousmg-Donald Cavms, Joe Kelly, rkulum, and special features 'is conDis- John Farrar, Florence Cottin,gham.
editors for the News were chosen be- laboratory. Dr. W. M. Gersbacher will ing to Otho Quick, president.
tained.
talk
on
"An
Early
Naturalalso
give
a
plans
for
the
remainder
of
cussion
of
cause .the position demands so much
Invitations-Glenn Cooper, chair- ' The bulletin is again very attractive
the quarter will be heard.
time one person can no longer han- ist on the Ohio."
man; Jim Michael, Bercaw O'Hair, and having a green cover on which ~
dle it.
Aline Claar.
drawn .the Lincoln Memorial highway,
In accordance with a new plan,
Mr. Andrews then spoke about the with notations .as the points of inter~ects
futu~e of the New~•. nami:ng wh~t. he est. Additional information concernNews heads will .take office this spring
'C"
T
1 c?nsidered some of Its chief defiCien- 1ing .the summer term curriculum which
in order to become acquainted with
r
,1
CieS at the present. ~nd .the ~OSt urg- is contained in the bulletin will be
the duties before the regular year
ent needs and modificatwns 1f the pa- found elsewhere in this issue of the
opens in 1936. Under this plan, new
A commercial course and seven weekheads will receive instruction from
The first trip 'is to the Lincoln coun- per is to progress. A tentative list of News.
---EI8TC--outgoing leaders.
end excursions are the new features try of Illinois, the second to the Lin- News staff members was read and disHeads are introducing a new
---EISTC--coln
country
of
Indian~a and Kentucky, cussed.
for 1936 summer school. Earl DickerGraduates Measured
the third to historic Southern Illinois: plan whereby a complete new staff will
Gersbacher Speaks
son, teacher of commerce in 'TIC high Shawneetown, Golconda, Ft. Massaic, get a trial at conducting the paper durFor Caps and G owns
school during 1935-1936, is going to Cairo, and Kaskaskia, the fourth ,t o ing the spring term. This will give
, Befor e Science Club teach
typewriting and shorthand. The historic Western Illinois: Lincoln, Dick- them experience and aid the 1936-37
All seniors and graduating sophodass
in
typing will be offered at seven son Mound Builders Tombs, Oarthage, heads in selecting a permanent staff mores have been measured for gradAn inspection project of the waters
uating caps and gowns, according to
of northeast New Mexico, to ascertain o'clock in the morning until nine-five Keokuk Dam, Nauvoo, and Hannibal, early next school year.
Suggested staff assistants were: as- Agnes Worland, treasurer of the sophosuitability for fish life was described and at one until three-five in the aft- Mo., the fifth to historic northwestern
Illinois: Princeton, Dixon, the Black- sistant editor, Mary Alice Harwood; more class who was in charge.
by Willard M. Gersbacher, at a meet- ernoon.
Mr.
Dickerson
says
that
this
is
only
hawk country, Apple River Ganyon, sports editor, John Farrar, Jack Keene,
Class rings, pins, or pendants may be
ing of the Science club Wednesday at
beginning
course
in
which
the
stua
and White Pines State Park, ~the sixth Henry Phipps, and Jim Michael; so- ordered April 23 when ·the company
7 o'clock in the physics lab.
Esther representative will be here on that
The investig!lltion was conducted by dent is instructed in a thorough knowl- to Starved Rock State Park and the ciety editor, June Preston,
Wisehart.
edge
of
the
keyboard
and
several
of
the
Illinois
Valley,
and
the
last
to
Chicago
date. He has visited twice before but
the government to find out whether
---IEISTC--business
and
legal
form
are
to
be
inand
environs.
his
appearance was so little publicized
or not the mountain l;:tkes and streams
troduced.
The
beginning
of
shorthand
A
course
in
extr~
a
-c.urri~
c
ular
activiKORTUM
Vr
S
.
KORTUM
that
only a few of those deslring mecould profitably be re-stocked with
will
be
taught
through
the
use
of
the
ties
will
be
taught
by
J.
B.
MacGregor
IS
DEBATE
FEATURE
mentos
actually have obtained them.
fish. Methods of doing this were exdealing with the principles for pupil
--Invitations may also be obtained at
plained and the criteria for testing, Gregg manual.
"We arranged this debate so that the that time.
The seven summer excursions are to participaUon in the life of the school.
amount of animal food present, tem---1£1STC--perature, alkaline or acid waters, run- be sponsored by the history, the geog- A training certificate will be awarded Kortum sisters could quarrel with each
ning and stagnant sections, were raphy, and the biological science de- to Boy Scoutmasters and Girl Scout- other," said J. Glenn Ross, coacn,
MEETING P OSTPONED
given. To illustmte his talk, slides partments. These excursions will be master after they have . passed certain after the debate held last Tuesday at
were used, showing the surrounding made at the actual cost to the student. tests given during the laboratory pe- 8 p. m. in the college auditorium.
The meeting of the Geography club
The women's teams of Millikin and scheduled for April 1 of last week was
country, its vegetation, streams, and The total cost will be about forty dol- riod.
Three courses of special interest to Eastern debated the question of the postponed to Wednesday evening April
lakes about the Pecos river region, and lars per student for the seven trips.
They will be open first to the students teachers who may want more English Supreme Court. Members of the Mil- 8 because of Amateur Night. The prokinds of fish there.
Donald Davis, president of the Sci- takin,g courses in the thTee depart- courses are to be offered. They are li'kin team were Elizabeth Kortum and gram remains unchanged. Herman
ence club, was in charge of the meet- ments, then to other students accord- story-tell'ing, coaching dramatics, and Mary Allen. Grace Kortum and Eve- Monts and Bercaw O'Hair will give reing.
ing to the room available.
oral English.
lyn Mayer represented Eastern.
ports on topics of current interest.
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Mrs. Verwiebe Is
League Speaker
By Florence Cottingham
Educati'on of a middle-class English
girl was the subject on which Mrs.
FrankL. Verwiebe spoke to girls of the
college Thursday afternoon in the
auditorium at 1:55.
In England girls only go farther than
high school after the education of the
boys ~ the family has been provided
for, said Mrs. Verwiebe. Since there
are no cheap colleges in England, gi:rls
who do not expect to have to earn thei:r
own living go to finishing schools. One
of the latter was started by Mrs. Verwiebe in Versailles with five English
girls. Her last year she had twenty
pupils. One of the purposes of her
school was to teach good French, and
everything was conducted in that
language. The teachers assisting Mrs.
Verwiebe came from Paris to teach
music, history, French, and clothescutting. Besides their studies, the girls
had an opportunity to become well acquainted with historical
Versailles,
.
· bleau, and M a 1maLSon,
F ont a1ne
a,nd
duri:ng vacations often took trips to the
.
.
Basqu~ countnes, the Ital~an lakes, or
to Bnttony. Mrs. Verwlebe recommended that travel is one of the best
investments one can make, and a summer in Europe gives lasting returns.
Proposed revisions of the Constitution of the Women's League was also
presented by Ella Mae Ja.ckson, Lea,gue
president. Provisions for succession to
the presi'dency in case of resignation is
the main item of change. Two amendments made to the constitution since
it was fi:rst drawn up are also to be incorporated into the constitution at this
time. Since there was not a ma,jority
of the girls of the school present, the
vote will be taken at some later date,
says Miss Jackson.
---EISTc---

Campus View Girls
Eat Fool's Repast

NEXT ISSUE OF NEWS
IS DUE APRIL 21

Tuesday, April 7, 1936

• TC High School Will Present 'Three
Cornered Moon' on Wednesday Night

Another issue of the News will
not appear until Tuesday, April
21, due to the Easter vacation.
School will be dismissed Thursday afternoon and will resume Tuesday morning on the
regular class schedule.
This
week there will be no free periods, so that the curriculum
schedule may be maintained.
Club members are asked to
watch bulletin boards for announcements of meetings durdoes not appear.

Hangarites Entertain
With Supper Tuesday
.
Franves Prmtt had charge of a potluck supper ~eld at the. Hangar .on
Tuesday evenmg. . A bu~mes~ meetu:g
was called and M1ss Prmtt, .vlCe-pre~l
de~t, succeeded the ex~pres1d~nt, VICtona
th. tHackenberg, who lS not m school
d
Thls erm. t·
·th th
e mee mg was c1ose Wl
e
club song. Those who feasted were
Frances Pruitt June Hughes Ma,rjorie
Elder, Helen Cochran, Jun~ Preston,
Geneva Tharp, Carolyn Maxwell, and
Hazel Haskett.

I

By Aline Claar
"A chatty study of a slightly cockeyed household, chalking some really
sharp and witty lines on the wailing
wall of present day distress," said the
critics in the New York papers about
the play, Three-Cornered Moon. to be
presented by the senior class of TC
High Wednesday, April 8, at 8:00 p.
m. in the college auditorium.
Three-Cornered Moon is a three-a,ct
comedy written by Gertrude Tonkonogy. It concerns the members of the
Rimplega,r family . who never 1Illake
sense, They are well off in the world
and have nothing to do but be bored
Mrs. Riplegar, beautiful but dumb in
her youth and now no longer beautiful, sells the family fortune to a broker ("a nice man and very enthusiastic") whose name she has forgotten
children are forced to go to work
for starvation wages. As a result, the
whole family becomes more interested
in life.

The

TRAINING SCHOOL BOY
ISCOUTS CAMP FRIDAY
Scoutmaster Barnes, Walter Cain,
Bercaw O 'Ha,ir and 25 scouts camped
Friday evening, March 27, at t heir
scout camp along the Embarrass river.
After eating a light lunch and spending a hilari'ous time around a ca,mp
fire, at about 10 o'clock they hiked back
to Charleston. This is the first time
they have gone on an excursion this
year.

Supper Guests Dine
With Walter Cooks
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Cook entertained with a 6:30 o'clock supper
Monday evening at their home at
1538 Furth street. Later the party
attended the Lincoln Theatre where
they saw "Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Guests were: Dr. and Mrs. R. G.
Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs.
Friederick
Koch, Mr. and Mrs. Howard DeF.
Widger , Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Alter, Miss Edith Wi'llson and Miss
Edith Ragan.

Bette Lou Bails Is
Winner in Contest
By winning fi:rst place in the dram.
ati'c division of the district contest
held at Normal on Friday, March 27
Betty Lou Bails is entitled to r epre:
sent TC High in the state contest to
be held in Champaign the last week
in April. Miss Bails also won tnird
place in the verse reading section.
Rankin placed frst ~ the district
with a total of 24 points. TC High
was sixth with 11 points.
Contestants from TC included Betty
Lou B ails, dramatic declamation and
verse reading, and Margaret Chamberlain, oratorical declamation.
Miss Roberta Poos, member of the
English department, was chairman of
the district contest. Arthur Spence
accompanied the TC High contestants
to Normal.

The cast is as follows: Mrs. Rimplegar, Mary Widger; Douglas Rimplegar, Max King; Kenneth Rimplega.r , Ben Winter; Ed. R.implegar,
Charles Crites; Elizabeth Rimplegar,
Betty Lou Bails; Donald, Dale Vaughn,
Dr. Alan Stevens, Claude Durgee,
- - - E I S T C'- - Kitty, Virginia Heinlein; Jenny, the
MRS. COOK IS HOSTESS
---E>sTc--maid, Faye McMillan.
GRADS ARE ENGAGED
Miss Roberta Poos is directing the
Mrs. Walter W. Cook was hostess
play
with the assistance of Miss WinIN VARIED VOCATIONS
at a one o'clock luncheon ~aturday.
nie Neely. Both are members of the
Following the luncheon three tables
English
department.
What has been the fate of some reof bridge were in play.
Mrs. Paul
cent graduates of Eastern? The followThe production committees are as Sloan held high score and Miss Edith
ing survey answers for several.
follows: G erald McComas, business Levake had second high.
Guests
Dorothy Taylor '36 is teaching the manager; Nina Tefft, assista,nt busi- were: Miss Beth Kassa,baum, Mi:ss
fourth grade in the Mattoon school sys- ness manager; Marion Greene, pub- Myrtle Arnold, Miss Rose Zeller, Miss
tem.
licity di:rector; Arlin Rennels, prompt- Leah stevens, Mrs. Franklyn L. AnHelen Rogers '35 is assistant librarian er.
drews, Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor, Mrs.
in the Mattoon Public Library.
Tickets may be obtained for 25c ea,ch Hiram F. Thut, Mrs. Paul w. Sloan,
Robert Spillman '35 has a position in from any member of the junior or and Miss Edith Levake.
the relief office in Mattoon.
senior classes. Seats may be reserved
---EISTc--Ma,ry Loretta McCarthy '34 has a at no extra cost in the front hall all
Ja,ne Lakey '35 is teaching the fifth
secretarial position with Stewart-Warn- day Tuesday, A.pril 7.
grade
in the Mattoon school system.
---EISTC'--er in Chicago.
Hope Brown '36 is teaching in a
Car washing, 50 cents. Simonizing or
country school south of Mattoon.
wax'i ng, $2.50.---charles Meyer, Phone
G enevieve Hill '36 has a secretarial 624.
Big!
position with the Railway EXpress
- - - E I S T C'- - Compa,ny in Chicago.
Patronize our News advertisers!

Ca,mpus View girls' first April Fool
was the biggest one of the day for
them when 1b reakfast for all was a,nnounced at 7 a,. m. Fourteen girls reau.
ily a,ccepted the summons as a huge
April Fool joke; then the joke rea,lly
was on them, for when one girl, being
a little more skeptic-or optim'istic, decided to investigate, sure enough!
there was a table set for all. After a ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - course of wa,ter and fried ba,con rinds,
The April book shelf is full of inter- Frcuchen which you should enjoy. It
Mrs. Gates served a delicious breakfast esting books, none of which are vital is exciting and r evealing.
of fruit, hot .b iscuits, bacon, eggs, but all of which make for good readBeginning this week we offer a supsyrup and coffee.
ing. Foremost on the list is "Red plementary service in book reviews.
Louise Brian, determined not to let Neck," written by McAlister Coleman, Appearing at the close of several colApril Fool get the best of h er, salted a newspaperman, and Stephen Raush- umns will be short paragraphs, di:recther egg from the suga,r bowl and sweet- enbush, a labor leader. They tell the ing you to recent arriva,ls at our own
ened her coffee with the contents of story of a young, miner who climbs to library. Books in all fields and only
the salt shaker; but they didn'·t t aste the top in labor organizations. His the finest m a.y b e h ad by m erely callquite right. We haven't ·b een ~tble to I name is Dave Huston and the Gtory of ing at the desk. Too many students
decide whether the other joke was on .his battle is an absorbing one.
don't r ealize that so m any excellent
Mrs. Gates or the girls. Mrs. Gates
Alexei Tolstoi, grandson of the Great volumes are available. We hope to im- ~

r

- - - E i s T·c - - - -

TRY THESE NEW BOOKS
Stephen Leacock made many friends
when he spoke here two years ago. One
of his best humorous works is entitled
"Afternoons in Utopia." The call No.
is 827 L46 - out never mind, just clip
this paragra,ph and present it to the li·
brarian. She'll get you the book.
Clip out this paragraph in the News
and present it to the college libra,rian.
The call number, B Sh26he, will get
you a copy of "Bernard Shaw, Play
Boy and Prophet," by Archibald Hen·
derson. This is one of the very most
recent additions to the library.

Easter Greetings
For that Easter Photograph, we
have some of the latest
Frames and Folders.

ART CRAF T
STUDIO
F. L. RYAN, Prop.

PHONE 598

ESKIMO PIE
5c

'Looks at Books'- News and Reviews

NO

w

ON

A

New!

STICK

SMOOTH FREEZE MAKES MEADOW GOLD

ICE CREAM
RICHER-CREAMIER
Remember the Carry Home Package

Meadow Gold Dairy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~~~~~~
•·------------------------------J
1---·-·-..----·--·-------·--.. .. .. . . . ...
PHONE 7

7th & VAN BUREN

but the girls ate them without knowing "Darkness and Dawn." It deals with
it.
Russia and its state · of affairs between
1914 and 1918.
Another slap at Mussolini, similar to
the one t a ken by George Seldes in t- •
DR. W. B. TYM
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
"Sawdust Ca;esar" is now ava,ilable. It Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
(Next week, the names of the peo- is written oy Fletcher Pratt and is
DR.
W.
E.
SUNDERMAN
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
ple described below will be ·p rinted, called "Hail, Caesar!" Some very interDENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
along with descriptions of others. Try esting ma,ter'ial a,bout the Mussolini
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
your luck. Easy this week.)
climb to power enlivens the volume.
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
NO. I
1
Nijinksy, great Ru&Sian dancer about
Charleston, Dl.
Charlestoll. Ill.
Wears sleeveless sweaters. Smokes 1wh~m so much has been ;;ritten, is the
•
---~-~-~~-~~a lot. W ears a cocky h at, indoors, at a subJect of another book, The Tragedy
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
jaunty angle. Drives a good car. Very of Nijinsky," by Anatole Bourman. This
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
accommodating. Known by 95 p er cent book tries to explain the cause of NiOPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and
Office Hours 9:00 to 12 :'0 a. m. and
of the student body.
jinsky's demise, from which he never
Alexander Bldg.
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7 :00
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p. m.
NO. n
recovered. Even now the once gr eat
North Side Square
to 9:00p.m.
604% Sixth St.
Wears bow ties. Hair always comb- hero of the entertainment world, is in
Phone 340
604~ J ACKSON S'l'.
ed perfectly. Drives a V-8. Doesn't a .Swiss san'itarium. He is totally ~
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770
Frames Repaired- -I..enses Duplicated
Telephone 132
smoke. Always very cheerful. P eda- sane.
gogic in manner but not in appearance.
"Artie Advent ure" is a story by Peter +·---·..-----·---------·----~~·-··-·,
-·-··-••-n-~~-•f
Proud of his family.
DR.
B.
C.
TREXLER
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
NO. III
516% Sixth St.
DENTIST
Hours
by Appointment
Brown curly hai:r. Wears smart
PHYSICIAN
AND
SURGEON
clothes. Very well read. Writes well.
A Fresh Barrel
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
Good conversationalist. Good master
Every Week
Office Hours 9 a. m . to 9 p. m.
of ceremonies. Indispensable to E'I.
501 Jackson St.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160
Phones: Office, 387; R es. 1037
Should be "flunked out" that we might
keep him another year.
I ..~..
~·l
PER POUND
. . . . WHO ARE THEY?
DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Phone: omce and Res. 242
- - - E ISTc - - Corner 6th and Van Buren
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
When planning your purchases,
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
SOUTHWEST CORNER
Physician and Surgeon
read the News ads for guidance.
Linder Bldg.
5111Aa Jackson Street
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
Phone '"0
Thursdays-9 :00-12; 7-9
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SALTED PEANUTS
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W. E. HILL & SON I

Easter Jewelry-

Your new Spring Dress will not be complete without the added touc:.:.
of a Dainty Design of Quality Jewelry. Let us show you up-to-date
Spring and Summer Jewelry.

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY
THE LEADING JEWELER

--·---1..1-··-1--1-·-·-·-..···---.. . -·-'!"----------·-··---··-'JI-tll-ll-tll__4__1 ·-··--···-1-1-·-·-1-1-·-··-1-1-··----_,+
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DR. 0. E. IDTE
DENTIST

..··-·-1--1-·-··-·--·_,.,·+

·----·--·--·--·--·--·--·-------···--··~··-·-··---

CHARLES

~-

GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson Street

Office Hours 8-12- 1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

W. J. HARNED, M. D.
Starr Building
Phones Office 257; Home 436
Office Hours: 8-12; 1-6
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Women's League Announces
Annual Formal !or April 24
~~

Invitations 'W ill Be Sent Out This
Week by League President,
Ella Mae Jackson.

_.

CREDULOUS PEMI'rES
APR,I L FOOLED !

Lunch time ! Hungry P emites
"Count on new formals, girls, and
swarmed into the dining room.
be ready to have a good time at the
They sat down and waited to be
girls' expense, fellows," says Ella Mae
served. But at each table the
J ackson, president of the Women's
puzzled hostess was looking for
League.
the soup bowls supposed to 'be on
Why ? It is spring and spring at
the table in front of ·her. Ah!
Eastern means the annual Women's
There they were!
But at the
League Spring Formal. When ?---April
foot of the table! How strange!
24 is the d~te to be reserved on your
Silverware was up side down!
social calendar. So what?-Th'is is the
Butter plates were misplaced.
last formal of the year and is sponsorIn f act Jo Moulton and E.Jizaed by the largest organization in
beth Valbert had no butter
school.
plates. When the soup bowl was
Miss J·~ckson wants _the names of
opened, it contained no soup . Inany alumnae w'ho would like an invistead there was a note inside on
tation to be· g'i ven to Jo Moulton or
which was printed (yes, you've
put in the League mailbox as they are
guessed it) "April Fool."
to be mailed out this week.
The orchestra has not been selected ••- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - as yet because the Council wants to
get the best orchestra possible. Flavors
and decorations will be carried out in
"spr'ingy manner."
The committees named are: cochairmen Ruth Miller and Marjorie
Poorman; orchestra, Peggy Fellis, Flor"Every Pemite is going to be a perence Cottingham; tickets, Violet Me- feet lady for one evening," at least
Farland, chairman, Mary Elizabeth this is the slogan for the next event,
Inman, Ada Sche~er; invitations, Jos-1 reported the general chairman. The
ephine Moulton, chairman, Juanita occasion is going to be a formal
Brown, Mary Rosalie B ear; programs, Birthday banquet to be held on
favors, and advertising, E:sta Dye, Thursday, April 16.
chairman, Frances
Pruitt,
Bess'ie
He~en Barr is the general chairman,
Phipps,. Ruth Fol~z, Wi~ma Br~eve; 1 and Muriel Munson is co-chairman.
decoratwns, Harnet T1el, charrman, The chairman has appointed the folGertrude Foltz, Alberta Trousdale, Kay lowing committees to assist with the
Shores, Helen Jones, Evalyn Schooley; banquet: Program , Georgia Leisher,
entertainment, Helen Bones and Mil- Agnes Worland, Violet McFarland,
dred Summers.
Isabell Smith, Marie Gould; enterEisTc
tainment, Juanita Brown; decoration,
Vera Kimery, Maxine Kraig, Marjorie
F)"ench, Geraldine Strohm, Rose Marie
y
Megaw, Peggy Fellis, Elizabeth Jones,
Pauline Wetter; place cards, Helen
Attention - Freshmen! What?
A Agee, Jennie Mae Huff, Mary Augusta
party will be given on the night of Bratton, Orla Gordon, Wilma Collins,
April 18 at 8 o'clock. Henry Phipps, Violet Podesta, Naomi Newman, and
president, says, "Remember those fall
Mildred Guthrie.
quarter dues and the freshmen skit
The chairman would not divulge
which took first place, - we're in the
money!" There will be games, a pro- any more in regard to the general
gram, a grand march, eats, and danc- plans of the banquet, but only stated
ing in the later part of the evening. that it is going to be the btg occasion
"The only requirement is that you come of the Spring term.
by yourself or in groups-no upper---EisTc
classmen will be admitted,·'
says LEWMAN-McMILliAN
Frances Durgee, general chairman.
WEDDING ANNOUNCED
The committees named last week are
Henry Phipps, Harriet Moore, "i[iolet
Miss Dorothy Lewman, daughter of
Podesta-eats. Games will be provid- Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lewman of Moned for by Maxine Engle, James Stahl, roe, La., formerly of Charleston, beand Bessie Phipps. The program com- came the bride of Ben McMillan of
mittee is headed by Gertrude Foltz with this city on Monday, February 3. The
Pauline Wetter, Helen Bones, Mildred wedding occurred in the Christian
Summers, Glenn Sunderman, Charles church parsonage. Mrs. McMillan holds
her degree in English at Eastern.
Ridey, and Eldon Brown assisting.

Birthday Banq.uet
Promised by Hall

Freshman Class Will
· p t A ·1 18
G IVe
ar
pr1

Page

I The Eastern Quack

Fide/is Dz.nner-Dance Is Given
At Hotel U. S. Grant Friday

ANDY, of all people, got cold feet
in
public speaking and wouldn't
talk . . . . Was it too cold for another day of flying kites, last Sund ay·t Don't let the weather interfere with a romance, MARION and
DOROTHY . . . . Members of
the
German class, translating IMANSEE,
read between the lines . . . . You
should come to SIGMA DELTA ;
bouquets were strewn in profusion at
the ANDREWS home.
The HALL has an EASTER bunny
named BERT. Some Bun, eh kid!
Howzzat Pussy! . . . . We hear the
FIDELIS dinner-dance was a pronounced success. Was it, MARTHA?
. . . . More votes and longer applause
for JOE. He tops NELSON EDDY.
Well, DOT and I think so . . . . The
audience Wednesday night got m ore
than 14 cents worth of enjoyment.
COOP and SPENCE are pretty smart
being dancers and comedians combined.
We hope the state really pays those
checks so WALT won't have to sleep
EASTER SUNDAY, morning . . . . .
We'll bet those kids - GLENN Ross,
HIRAM Thut,
DONALD
ALTER,
WAYNE Hughes - dye themselves a
batch of EASTER eggs . . . . It's
been a strain, having
two
boyfriends, hasn't it, KUFFEL?
Well,
don't worry, I hear one has withdrawn . . . . Playboy HARRIS, Farmer's P r ide of Newman, is nickn amed
the Pride of the Working Girl and
Woman's Home Companion.
Happy Easter, YEGGS.

Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, accompanied by
Miss Clara Attebery, visited Toledo
and gave an interesting and entertaining lecture on China to the Home
Economics clubs of the Toledo and
Neoga high schools, Thursday, April 2.
Tea was served by the Neoga club under the direction of Miss Beula:Q
Tolch, a graduate of the home economics department of E'a stern. Miss
Marian Sligar, a Toledo teacher and
I'Ummer student at Eastern, planned
the entertainment.

Miss Clara Attebery, foods instructor, took twenty-eight members of her
high school and college classes to
Mattoon on Wednesday, March 25, to
visit the Harrisburg Meat Packing
plant operated by G . H. Tuttle .
The girls were alternately instructed, horrified, and feted by their most
hospitable host. The demise of the
calf proved too much for some of the
more tender hearted but most of them
stoically observed the '"passing" of
calf a.nd pig and belabored the workmen with questions-foolish and otherwise. I sabel Larimer can give anyone all information concerning leaf
lard.

Forty-.t hree couples attended a formal dinner-dance given .by Fidelis in
the Hotel U. 'S. Gra nt in Mattoon Friday night from 7:30 to 12 :30. It was
the first soc'ial calendar feature of this
nature since the club's organization.
Dinner was served at 7:30. Wayne
Neal, toastmaster of ·t he evening, introduced Dale Haverstock who led the
group in singing of several popular
songs. Marguerite Iknayan acted as
piano .accompanist. Otho Quick, Pidelis president, extended a welcome to
the guests and spoke of the purpose of
such a social event.
.President R . G. Buzzard was the
principal speaker of the evening. He
explained that this dinner-dance, at tended by several alumni members of
the club, sent his thoughts backwards
20 years to days when he was a fraternity member at another teachers
college in this state. He praised the
motive back of such gatherings as presented by Fidelis.
Dancing beg.~n at a little after 9
o clock. Al AliSon and his orchestra
j provided the music.
Wayne Neal was cha'i rman of the
committee which planned the event.

Mrs. Donald A. Rothschild, 739 Polk
street, was hostess to a few fr'iends at
a one-thirty dessert luncheon 'Dhursday afternoon. Later afternoon hours
were spent in playing bridge. High
score was held by Mrs. Paul Sloan and
second high by Mrs. Glenn Ross. Guests
were: Mrs. Sloa.n, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. R. G.
Buzzard, Mrs. F. A. Beu, Mrs. Harold
ElsTc
M . Cavins, Mrs. W . P . Hughes, Mrs. w.
Hair cuts to suit college students at
Craig ,Simmons, Mrs. C. P . Lantz, Mrs. Shortys - Two chairs - Located two
Charles R. Miller, Mrs. Harry Wil- doors west of the campus on Lincoln.
Iiams, Mrs. H. F. Thut, and Mrs. W al- Phone 165.
ter M. Scruggs.

I,

---EISTC---

BRIDGE CLUB rs GUEST
OF MRS. W. P. HUGHES

1

New Easter

SUITS

Mrs. W . .P. Hughes, Polk street, entertained the Faculty Wives Bridge
club Tuesday afternoon. At one-thirty
a dessert course was served after which
two tables of bridge were in play. Mrs .
C. P . Lantz held high score.

-are ·still hard to buy.
'

Let your old suit ap-

Shadow Box Portraits
'

- - - E I S T C'- - -

When planning your purchases,
read the News ads for guidance.

President R. G. Buzzard Is Principal ,Speaker at B ~nquet; Al
Alison Plays for Dance.

Mrs. Rothschild Is
Hostess on Thursday

J. B. Priestley's "English Journey" is 1
a recent arrival at the library.
Call 1
1
No 914.2 P93 will get you the copy.
EISTC--

Foods Classes Visit
Plants in Mattoon

---EISTC---

- - - E I S T C'- - -

Mrs. R. G. Buzzard
Speaks in Toledo

Three

are the newest in

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
A Step Ahead in Style.
C'o me in and See These.

pear new by sending it
to us.

I

! HI-HAT
! RAY DENNIS

SANDERS STUDIO i

Phone 648

CLEANERS
JOHN SHRIVER
710 Lincoln St.

·-------------------------------l '•--------------------------------1

---EISTc---

---EISTC---

Hidden Beauty
for Your Hair

AFFILIATED BCHOOL
Say it with flowers this Easter. c arDIRECTORS HONORED roll, Florist, 413 7th, Phone 39.
Violin solos by Richard W. Weckel
were the chief form of entertainment
at the banquet given in the practical
arts building for directors of the affiliated rural
schools
Wednesday
evening. Mr. Weckel was accompanied by Mrs. Ethel Scott Phipps. Numbers were: Menuet, by Porpora ...:_
Kreisler; Love Sends a Little Gift of
Roses, arranged by Albert Spalding; j
Scherzo, by Von Goens.

White Shoe

~Cleaner

$4.95

First Class Shoe Rebuilding

to

Campbell Electric
Shoe Shop
PHONE 609
Just South of the Sqttare
on 7th Street

·----------------------------~

For the

highest quality ·o f dry
cleaning and the speediest service, and also1the highest quality
of laundry in the city, call MONTGOMERY CLEANERS and
Laundry :Service.

MONTGOMERY CLEANERS
608 SIXTH ST.

PHONE 68

$5.50

authentic fashions in

SPORTS SHOES
Wing-tips, straight-tips, medal·
lions, and moccasin effects white, brown, grey, and combi·
nations of brown-with-white and
black-with-white - we have
them all. You know they're right,
because they're Crosby Squares.

Personality in your hairdress! Add new youthfulness to your
hair. We Will be glad to show you how to improve your appearance.

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
815 lUonroe St.

PHONE 1501

.fOr SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

I ~

PRIVATE pARTIES
DANCING

The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
-Banquet Room

Our Home Cooked Lunchesare prepared with the Best Ingredients and with Best
Care. A trial will convince.

Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

*

HOTEL. U. S. GRANT

OTHERS $2.95 and $3.95

_c_o_R_N_E_R~c_"~-u~_p!_A~· ~-~-~_o_N_E_
iR_Y~ ~ A-GSHOEMARt

•

Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois

•
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" Teu the uuth and don't be atraid"

Training School Foods Experimenters
Prove Strikingly Value of Milk Ration
I

By Doit Montgomery.
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu White
albino r ats from New York
dent s of the East ern Illinois State Teachers College at.
City
ser
ve
as guinea pigs for the fifth
Charleston.
grade of the Training school. Under
Ent ered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at t he th e guidance of Miss Bernice I. BankPost. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under th e Act of March son, pupils are experimentin g to fin d
differences of growth caused by dif3, 1879.
ferences in rations.
~- Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
Six of the pink-eyed 'creatures, all
Alexander Summers '36............................................................Editor
Vincent Kelly '36................................................Business Man ager
Stanley Elam '38 ....................................................Associate Editor
Fred F'oreman .............................................................. Art Editor
Evalyn Sch ooley '36 .................. ............................ Society Editor
* * * *
F ran klyn I.~. Andrews ..............................................................Adviser
Invites students and faculty
members to voice their opinions
on topics concerned with college
Member
Member
LUe. Please limit letters to 150
I CIPA
OSPA
words, sign communications.

The Soap Box ·

TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1936

Has Eastern Finally 'Clubbed'
Itself to Death!
Is there any danger of E I "club bing" itself
to death~ Or at least, scholastically speaking~
With a student body of less than 900, it is attempting to support 20 clubs exclusive of class organization, the do~m.itory, student council, and the two
publications. Between April 3 and the end of the
spring term, June 1, there is no week-end not :fi.Jled
with at least one social event, and many have affairs scheduled for both Friday and Saturday
nights. As for week nights, Monday is the regular
m eeting night for three campus organizations.
Tuesday has seven clubs contending forr attendance·.
W ednesday has three groups which wish to meet.
Four activity meetings are held on Thursday, and
one club has even been for-ced on to Friday night
as date for meeting. There are about 22 school
nights in a month, with the 20 clubs meeting at
least ·o nce a month, and many h ·o lding weekly and
bi-weekly m eetings . There are entertainment course
number s, plays, special entertainments, and athletic
events also to be attended. A stranger here might
well ask, ''And when do you study7 '' Yet we are
constantly advised, ''Join clubs. Extra-curricular
activities help y'O·u get jobs.." But not too many,
we ple ad. Or shall we continue to refuse to let our
education interfere with our social life 7

Tuesday, April 7, 1936

Please, A Little Economy.
To the Soa.p Box:
I ADMIT there MAY be FEW dishonest persons at Eastern but I don't
see why the rest of the student body
must suffer by being locked out. Is the
duty of the night watchman to lock
out students who have a right in the
building or to protect property? It is
m ore difficult to understand why it is
necessary or even advisable to lock
the tront and east doors when the west
one is not and the two south ones will
always open from the inside. If a person had any dishonest 'i ntentions, he
could easily leave by the west or either
of the south doors. And on the other
hand it is disturbing to those students
in the library to have every one entering the building walking by the door
when many of them never enter to use
the facilities of the library. Just why
is i.t necessary to lock the front and
east doors while the west one is open?

a

E . R.

Your Enemy N·o. 3

of the same age and s'ize, were put in
three p~ns . containing two rats eacb.
Each pen of r ats was fed whole wheat
bread as the basic food of each ration.
For comparison, the ration of pen one
was supplemented with water and that
of pen two was suppl·e mented with
milk. At the end of the experiment,
the "wat er" rats weighed 49 gramr.
while the "milk" rats weighed 106
grams, a differ·ence of 57 weight grams.
Striking Differen ces Noted
There were also striking differences
between the two pens in vital'ity, luster
of fur, eyes, and alertness as indicated
by activity.
In order to have a comparison of results between pens two and three, the
ration of the thi.:rd pen was supplemented with a milk sugar between regular feedings-making a difference of
only sugars between the rations of
pen two and pen three. The s,p.ga.rs
for this third pen were supplied in
the form of lemon drops, peppermints
and other candies.
The results of th'is last experim·e nt
were not as satisfactory as they might
have been. During one week, the
'·milk" rats of pen two accidently went
with only half of their regular amount
of milk, a hole having developed in the
container.
Husky Rat Betrays Experimenters
Then, the pen of "sugar" rats contained a husky male which either did
not have much of an appetite for Johnny's lemon drops or else wasn't affect ed by them. The big r at's apparent
immunity .t o sugars was partly offset
by the fact that the other occupant
of the pen was ·a female rat wh'ich became as unthriving as the male had
become husky. At the end of the experiment, there was a difference of 12
grams of weight in favor of the "milk"
rats.
Mis.s Bankson finds this food experiment very practical for stimulating
interest in arithmetic as well as in
health. Different student committees
have jobs of we'ighing the rats and
keepin,g the pens clean which helps to
develop a sense of responsibility.

l

Staff Artist Fred Foreman pictures E astern's
Enemy No. 3-the instructor who orders a test the
day before Easter vacation begins.
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EASTERN 'S AMATEUR NIGHT BAND :
Inspires a few hundred words on the subject of popular dance music and those who provide these sultry and
other-kin rhythms. If you are a reader of such magazines as Time, Vanity F air (deceased), Vogue, and Life
you have doubtless noticed articles recently dealing with
·t·
the new vogue in music known as "swing." Most en 1cs
agree that there is no accur:l!te definition of swing music,
though it does seem to ibe a combination of rhythm and
the old time jazz. Very little melody accompanies-indeed
is necessary-in swing music. The orchestra's set-up favors
rhythm with what little melody there is carried mainly
by the clarinet. Curiously, swing music is not as weh
adapted for daa:cing as the late deceased rhythm .. Yet
the new vogue IS popular as no other type of mus1c has
'j been in the past.

A Deadly Sin
To the Soap-Box:
A student m akes high honors and
h'i s name is published as such in the
News. The gang greets him the next
morning with, "Hi, applepolisher!"; the
others not of the old gang look
straight ,a head when passing him in
the hall. Most honor students don't
EosTc- - - Successful Student Programs
lose the courtesy to say, "hello" upon Home Town Journa ls
acquiring a few A's. Why should you
Receive Plaudits
Favored at Eastern
unfortunates - .ather fortunate-unThat students can provide entertainment to skillful, lesser applepolishers act in this
-.
Which dailY' newspaper IS your favplra e all has conclusively b een proved during the way? Possibly the observer is too selfpa t three weeks. Amateur nig ht h eld last Wed- conscious of late and is exercising his orite? Why do you like it best?
HOT MUSIC HOUNDS KNOW : : :
ne ·clay wa the clincher to this argument. A ca- imagin~tion .
James Sherrick '38-8t. Louis PostThat the chief exponents of swing music include such
After all, on speaking terms with all Dispatch. It is the only one that has well-known individuals as King Louie (Satchmo) Armpacity audience paid tribute to the talent that few
su . p e cted lurked on the campus. A great m8.!1-Y l eft the fellows is just as much 100 per "Popeye" comic strip. I like the sports strong, trumpet; Benny Goodman, clarinet; Tommy Dorpage because it gives descriptions of se~, tro~bone; Hawki~s, tenor sax; Freeman, saxophone;
wondering when another such show would be pre- cent Americanism as is all ·C's.
Mak'ing· A's seems to be one of the
sen1ed and ho•p ing it would be soon. MoiSt of those .seven deadly sins here at Eastern. Is sports events in the high schools of 1 Hmes,. piano; McKenzie-:-and a ho~t of ot~ers .. Goodman's
pre ent w~re puzzled over the failure of Eastern to burning a little midnight oil, for study- Central Illinois and of Little Nineteen band IS known as the. Kt?g o~ ~wmg, wh1?h title h e duly
sports. The sports page is; complete.
deserves. In your wnter s opm10n there IS one other of
spon or uch a show earlier.
ing, so 'bad a s'in? In order to help
1
Ira Bourn •38 _ s t Louis Globe- superior quality. Joe Venuta is the director and Sunday
W AA gave a creditable show for Open House the unlucky victim follow America's Democrat. ; consider· t h is paper· my I afternoon tuners will h~ve to .admit he is at least' as good
.great "Eleventh Commandment," of
·t b
I h ave read 1·ts com1c
. j as Goodman.
Venuta himself
IS paged as Sultan of Swing.
gue ts last Monday nigh t . This was an entir~ly
•
. .
.
getting away with it, why publish the f avon e ecause
·
·
I
k'd
I
.
.
He
plays
the
hottest
VIolm
now
extant,
1f you except one
different brand of entertainment, showed equal In- honor roll?
t
s
nps
smce
was
a
1
.
IVe
1n
.
.
1
D. M.
Southern Illinois and I think that it othe~-Negro Eddie South, who 1s also ade?t . at the
genuity in planning, and the same varied talent.
bl'sh
h' h h
nearer classics. Glen Gray-a former student of Illmo1s WesBut if it i s true that talent abounds on the
The Privileged Class
~u 1 t~s news w ~~
appens
leyan at Bloomington- directs the best 'galloping' band
orne an any 0 er major news- in the nation and his new swing1 arrangements place him
campu , it i s e qually true that students appreciate Dear Soapbox:
We wish to protest the manner in paper.
very near the top. Bands under the direction of the Darand encourage such programs. It takes real en38 which
faculty
members
are
allowed
to
Rachel
Boley
'
Olney
Daily
sey
brothers- Tommy and Jimmy- are other top-notchthu iasm on the part of those connected with a pro·
b k
Mail, because it's n ews from home.
ers. Most of the above named are commercial outfits.
t
gram to make it successful; but it is equally ne~es- ch:! ~~ :~:Zl:~g:~e ~~ds. what
Milton Siegel '36 -- Decatur Herald,
ary that the public invite d to these performances answer do we get? "Reserved for Mr. because it is a good Democratic paper. IN THE LIST OF MORE : : :
make s ome show of approval. The Eastern student
Evelyn Mayer '36- I like tl;le New
Colseybur," or something to this efObscure able disciples of swing are Fletcher RenderYork Times best for its reliability and
body r esponded admirably.
son, J immy Lunceford, Billy Wilson, one of the best of the
feet. Why should the· faculty, who
for its conservative appearance and
can afford to subscribe to the maga- style.
newcomers, t h e ever r eliable Duke Ellington, and possibly
zines themselv~s. take precedence over
Bob Crosby. It is perhaps erroneous to classify Ellington
What Is a P eace Strike?
. rna tter of c11eck Jennie Mae Huff! '36 - Champaign among the less well known, but then he is not at all comFrom The Bulletin, Emporia (K ansas) Teach ers College
the student s in th IS
Ing out magazines?
News-Gazette. I like this paper be- mercia! and hence hasn't a popular following. His recAlrcady on the campus, just as ther e was l ast
We think they should at least wait cause you can really believe about one- ords, though, are prized by the collectors. His precise,
year, is h eard discussion, pro and con, o·f the peace their turn like the rest of us.
half of what it says.
accurate rhythm still ranks him near the top. Not all of
strike .
Then, too, students pay 2c a day for ::
:: the bands listed above are "pop"-in other · words, have
.1 having books out over two weeks,
a following. The popular bands are those directed through
What i s t h e peace strike,7 •t
Simply
this
:
on
Apn
while
faculty
members
keep
them
out
tl1e'1r monot onous paces by sueh " art•1st·s " as wayne K m
' g,
d St t
· b·
nd
...•
....
11, (prouabJy) all ove~ t h e U n~ e
. a ·es, m Ig a
indefinitely. It seems that the fac- ••
•• J an Garber , Kay Kyser-and nearly every leader today.
mall college , at a tune spemfied 1n advance, stl!- I ulty of a "Teacher Tmining Institu- ••
••
d ents will "cu t" their classes. Why 7 To show their tion" should be • courteous enough to
TEN YEARS AGO
THE SLANGUAGE OF SWING : : :
hatred of war. In some colleges they will meet in co-operate in a system of fair play
Week of April 5 tc 12, 1926
Is colorful and interesting, like the music it describes.
s ome hall and h ear speeches against war. In other r egarding this mat~ er. .
.
The Student Board of Control was The layman would not understand two swing fans if he
th
·ll fo m a parade through the downSigned - ConscientiOus ObJectors: organized during the past week. _ This were to listen in on their conversation. For instance, would
coll ege~
~y Wl
r
M. Siegel, Bob Finley, Lois C'otting- was a new step at El in student ac- you consider anyone quite sane who said, when Goodman
town d1str1ct.
ham, M. R. Bear, Florence Cotting- tivities.
lights out in solo, "Man, he really sends me- sends me
L a, t year no strik~ was visible on this campus. ham, J. Michael.
The Men's Glee club was scheduled right down to the bricks!" or "He really grooves it.'' If
E os T c - - to appear before the student body with the same hot music fan hears Wayne King he will deL eading students agreed with faculty members .that
the strike could do no good. Few persons fail to New Magazi"nes Are
their spring concert ne:l!:t Wednesday. risively classify him "with the long-haire'd boys" or the
f
h
ld
The high school baseball team gave "Salon musicians," or conclude that he is "schmaltzy."
apprec~atc the horrofirs off wthar,,,but ewt .~re,,cou
Received at Libr a ry a good account of themselves against Each
instrument has some speciaol name which only the
appremate any bene ts o
e peace s rl e.
the varsity in a practice game saturmusic fan understand~.
Primary teachers shotild come to the day.
E ast er Comes to Easte rn
SWING MUSIC HAS N OT : : :
Training School library and ask for
ONE YEAR AGO
Moth
€r's
Activities
and
Children's
AcPresided over a dance at Eastern. The bands we get
acred Easter comes to Eastern. Fo~r many
April 2 t o 9, 1935
t.ivitie::;, two n ew magaZines which have
are made up of "long haired" boys and "salon" musicians.
it mean little more than a two-day va~ation f~om jus t been r.eceived at the library. These
Men's Chorus, College Trio, and Paul Blair comes nearest giving us swing music. Mcinchool dutie . ~,or others it means a JOYO~s t1me are both gifts from the publisher. The President Buzzard appeared on a radio tyre, Alison a.nd the rest are strictly sweet. Blair also has
for display of pring fineries. Still others w1ll seek mother's magazine is about health, broadcast from Nashvill~, Tenn., lastJ the best rhythm band. In fact, Blair has the best band
deeper for the piritual significance. No matt~r foods, parent's problems, and child Friday.
we've heard all year. R eal musician ship is the mark of
Ted Shawn men dancers appeared the true swin g artist. He must be a flawless technician.
what different meanings are placed on Easter? 1t guidance. The children's magazine is
Because of this ability, he can sit on a Wayne King outi a O'loriou. date on the calendar. For at that t1me made up of stories, play projects, pos- at EI Friday.
News scheduled special gymnasium fit and have no trouble at all. Any good musician can
com ns a change of h eart and a change of clothe ; ters, drawings, games, puzzles, songs,
issue for following week.
things ·t o make and things to do.
play Wayne King, but his pride forbids it.
and is not the new always welcome?

I

I

I

Out of the Past
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EI Prankster Foils Elmer's Amateur

CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN

Night Performance; Campaign Next

•
the feller who

If I could just find
played the April Fool joke on me Amatour night I would smite hlm right
on the sniffer. Some gol darned fool
went and took my bazooka out of the
case and I didn't know it. I got clean
out on the stage and it was mighty
nigh time for the Major to call on me
but I just had the afores1te to open
my case on account I thought I ought
to tune up a mite. Imagine my humiliation in having to Lell the Major
I guess he would haveta leave me out!
I betcha everbody thought I had the
stage jitters when it really wasnt that J
atall.
I was talking to the editor of the 1
news thother day and he talked so
nice to me that I just changed my
notion about playin a joke on him.
He explained to me quite profichius
that he could see as how I would be
much to busy next year with all my
offices and extra curriculer duties that
he wouldn't ast me to be editor of the
news. He'd just see that someone got
it that wasn't gonna be quite as busy
as Im gonna be----and I can easy see
his point of opinion there since I agree
with him in the main.
I just got hold of some hearsay that
t here is going to be a convention this
month and they need campaign speakers. I aint said nothin yet but I think
if I could git a opportunity to talk
to a group like that there, I ought to
be elected president of the Men's
Union next year. Its these red hot
campain speeches that puts men in
office alright. There ought to be a
mighty enthuzyastic deligashun in attendance.
Tha,nks for tellin pop about the
cigars. I tried one of em out and it
shure went up in smoke.
•
ELMER

Lair Jokes Backfire;
Spring Nips Writer

• • * •

Easter Spirit Glows

.

Said the March hare to the April
fool;
"I feel ignorant, as a rule! am going off to school."

~ ~ !.~~E.~~~R.: ,
J ~::~tu:!e ::~:~ t:;

the wealthy Juniors.
4. Notebooks with legs, answering to
a whistle.
5. More tests in which the answers
are g'iven and the students are expected to write the questions. (Alternative:
More tests given while instructor is in
bed.)
6. Less critical girls.

Said the April fool to the March
hare:
"Ta, ta, old pal. I'll see you there! too am going on a tear."

the students or faculty in thh1.
your column.

There is another Austin in school
now, claiming no relation to Charley
and Jack. This Austin is better in the
Frazier and Smith, laundresses. Cur- dashes than Charley, is just as popuA. M., J. B. C. N. U., and E. I. win
theatre tickets for the picture showing tains and gy'm1suits a specialty. Sur- ~<ar with the girls, and is only a oneseater. How it does Slaughter 'em!
at the Lincoln theatre today or tomor- prising prices. Ca.ll 523. (Adv.)
row. Call for tickets today.
The g-iant 200 inch reflector for the
The double door system at the ends
Better Dead at 30 Than at 18!
Mt. Palomar observatory came thru on of our halls were butlt for the 50-50
Jay B. MacGregor: "Here's _a hint for the Big Four the day Homer s.poke plan, ladies. I'll open the first one,
t~e boys; never marry the girl who at here.
No reflection on Henr .
you open the second.
eighteen is the life of the party. By 1
Y
1
the time she 'is thirty she will be burnHad you noticed that Joe Curry's hair
ed out." Submitted by A. M.
The new gym on Ahmoweenah isis turning gray? It's either that outland is somewhat smaller than we exfield position or R. N.
Not Even 50-50 Chance, Eh?
pected.
.Mis~ Winifred NeeJy : "King Priam
Whenthebal·comesoverthebackstqpand his queen, of Troy, were the parYou can be sure Duey' is at bat.
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
ents of fifty sons and fifty daughters;
__ _
they were too soon to get into the \ A few valuabl.e hints for the college:
movies." Submitted by J . B. C. N. U.
1. A bounty for £calps of teachers
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
(Some government agency, eh?)
who spring tests.
Phone 173
2. Censored.
North of Square on 7th St.
Hint to Panther Lair
3. An all-school party sponsored by
Harold M. Cavins: "We should always put our best foot forward at the
table; but, of course, not on top of it."
0
Submitted by E. I.

I

BRADING'S

I

USOL

Elmer gets the Easter spirit and
Climax to This Column
pursues the much maligned rabbit. He
Donald R. Alter: "Wouldn't it be
is not expected to succeed in his quest. strange to see a row of .columns of
which no two were exactly alike? (No
response).
Mr. Alter, quizzically, "Wouldn't it
worry you some?" Submitted by E. I.

Job Hunting Helps
Offered at Library

• • Creosote
• •
Doubles the Life
of Wood

Oil

PHONE 85

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
~

-•

-

.

-

~

.

..

tj

...... : \

Do you want a little help on securing
that position th'i s spring? Miss Annabelle Thomson has put out a display
- - -E I S T c - - of 'books in the South library on such
subjects. If you are a science major
you may be interested in the book on
iobs for graduates in science. If you
By Walton Morris
need to know w~ether to stand or sit
No he isn't a man without a country; when you interview the sc~ool board
he
two much more important l~~c at the two books on etiquette. If
·f
d a campaign manager j Y want to be a secretary, there are
nee d s-a WI e an
· two
t
,
h. h
·
1
·
e
t
man
H e Is a gr a
, a good man ' and an terest!'!ere ary s manua s w 1c may mhonest man; this human paradox is the
you.
second Honest Abe, viz. Clarence AbraTh~ _gen~ral book on how t? sec~re
ham Lincoln Hall, the only politician a posltwn ~perhaps the I?ost mcl~lve
· h. t
t fl
t
one. to
If you want different kmds
m 1s ory ever o aun a more 08 - f 111
f use t·1011
0
tentatious moniker than James Hamilorma
·
EISTC--ton Lewis.
The Honorable Second
Miss Marjorie Jane E~der and M~ss
Honest Abe has done his best to use the
Gec.:rgia
Koch were guests of the Hall
who!e alphabet but has failed, although
Friday.
he di'd use twenty-six letters.
---EISTC--I shall quote this great man in voicing his appeal for a mate, but will
Say it with flowers this Easter. Carmerely have to present his platform in roll, Florist, 413 7th, Phone 39.
order to grant his wish for a campaign
manager, hoping that some patriotic, liberty loving Easternite will take up the
sword for the good man who represents the skimmed milk of human
kindness - the Honorable and Honest
Abe Hall.
Manufactured by
In verba tum, C. A. L. Hall says:

Lover, Politician
Frames Platform

has

HOTPOINT !
General Electric

I.
"Single ladies do you love me enough
to be my wife. 1936 is leap year now
and are you single ladies ready to be
the second Lincoln's wife. It is time
for you single ladies to fall in love with
Mr. Lincoln, and then be his happy
wife. I am looking for a good honest
true single lady for my wife. A school
teacher for my wife. Age 27 up to 35
wlth blue eyes, color hair dark or light
or black-weight 120 or 130 lbs., when
you single ladies turn down the second Abraham Lincoln, you ladies are
turning down one of your very be3t
men, for your true husband. I would
like to hear from you single ladies that
want to marry the second Abraham
Lincoln, address Lerna, Ill., R. R. 2."
II.

Guaranteed By

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING
AS

advertised therein

$
4.3 cu. ft. $129.00

And now for the platform, hewn from
the rustic rail and lacking a single leg
$15.00 for Old Ice Box
to stand on. Again I have simplified
t he spelling but would disdain t o question the grammar or punctuation of
"Charleston's m an of the hour."
He 1
608 Sixth St.
Phone 68
says:
"Coles County eccentric to day reFRONT OF MONTGOMERY
CLEANERS
lives Lincoln's early years.
Second

•

REPLOGLE ::g~~

(Continued on Page 8)

Spring Formals-

Thoroughly Cleaned .. Delicately Finished

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers
BYRON MILLER, Proprietor
ALTERATIONS

PHONE 404

REPAIRING

95

The famous shoes with the Good
Housekeeping quality guaranty! New
•.,. • beautiful ••• ·colorful styles whose
exceptional smartness ••• ·fine .mater..
ials ••• endless variety will make them
YOUR ~hoice for Easter! See them!

to
$

95
•

A&G SHOE MART
SMARTEST STYLES

GREATEST VALUES
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House Sparkled,
Golf T eant Is Open
News Reviewer Says
To Be Selected

Freshntan Candidates for 1936
Baseball Nine Are Reviewed PANTHERGRAMS

By Milbra Osborn
To Violet Podesta as the nervous
gToom goes the bouquet for Open House
Positions 4, 5, and 6 t o Be Fil-led presented last Monday night in the
Contributed lby Charles Aust in
by Try-Outs This W eek; First auditorlum. She was really the hit of
Match Saturday.
the evening . . . "Clarabelle" Shores
The "Little Nineteen" promises to
and her wonderful ballet dancing was
be strong in baseball this year.
In
Positions 4, 5, and 6 on the 1936 golf also much acclaimed . .. The flies
five early season games the Big Ten
has been able to win only one. Illi- team will be filled following try-outs which bothered Mary at the picnic
this week, according to F. A. Beu, brought forth the most applause of the
1 nois Wesleyan, as the leader, has defeated Chicago twice and broken even coach. Gold and rainy weat her halted evening.
in a two-game seri"es with Illinois. In practice last week. This means the golf
"Cruel, wicked Phineas Bloodgood"
candidates
w'ill
have
to
engage
in
strendidn't
feel the least bit wicked after
addition to this, the Titans have defeated Washington university of St. uous work-outs if they are to be in ' changing clothes four times .. . Wilma
Louis twice. The other victory over condition for their first test of the Brumleve, the chairman of the entire
a Big Ten foe was scored by State season this Saturday on the local show, was left unsung; her name did
not even appear on the program .. . .
Normal, the Red Birds beating Wis- course against Macomb.
consin 5- l.
Coach Beu is fairly well settled on The versatile "Hezzy" Tait seemed
his choice for the 1, 2, and 3 spots on rather worn out after her strenuous
the team. Veterans have shown t heir riding and diving acts . ... And what
M;acomb was able to break a
m ettle and will get these assignments. would W AA and one of the ballet
six year victory streak held by
They are Don Newell, Carl Worland,
Carbondale's Maroons in Little
(Continued on Page 7)
and Edward Gates. All three have been
Nineteen dual competition last
---EISTe--shooting in the low 40's for the nine
Saturday. The Western leatherThere are 211 pieces in your watch.
necks, by easily winning the mile , holes. Newell especially has shown
great improvement over h'is form of We are personally acquainted with
relay, ended on top by' a 67 to 64
last season.
them alL-C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St.
score. Eastern meets Carbondale
in two weeks and perhaps they
A real battle looms for the other po- Watch, clock and jewelry repairing.
will be able to extend Carbondale's
sitions. Bob Fairchild, who saw some
new record.
servi.ce last season, Armstrong, and
Hutchinson, newcomers, are regarded
Your
Patronage
Will Be
as
top
contenders.
They
shoot
about
Frankfort, in winning the Indiana
Appreciated
the
same
brand
of
golf.
State basketball tournament,
last
Any one still wishing to try out for
Complete Greasing Service
week, ended their season without det
h
e team and who has not yet reportfeat. The "Hot Dogs," members of
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
the North Central conferen.ce, ;were ed is asked to see Mr. Beu in his ofthe seventh winner in nine years fice at the earliest moment. He is arfrom the league. Montgomery, "high ranging to take players -to the Char- S E R V IC E S TAT ION
geared" center, not only gave his leston Country club course each aftera.t Tenth and Lincoln
team the tip-off but scored 19 points noon for work outs.
for his team in that final game.
- By SIR LA NTZELOT

Horton, Jones, McConnell Loom
as Valuable Additions to Coach
Lantz's Squad; First Game
Slated Thursday.
By J ack K eene
Coach Charles P. Lantz is all set to
inaugurate the 1936 baseball season
this com'ing Thursday against Central
Normal College of Danville at Danville,
Indiana. It will be a change for the
Panthers who spent practically all last
week inside due to the cold weather.
Wh~t Charlie Lantz hopes to do is to
find out just what his pitchers really
have. He says that if they come
through he'll have a "first division"
team, if not they will have to depend
on hitt"mg and fielding.
Game Moved Up One Day
The game was originally scheduled
for Friday, but as th~t day is Good
Friday it was decided to move the
schedule up one day.
If you remember in last week's News
you saw what veterans Coach Lantz
had to work with while smoothing out
the weak spots of some new material.
A little more practice and experience
for the new comers will promise Lantz
a bit of more hope. Some of the new
players are:
"Red" Liddle, who is a good h'itter
and a great catcher. He is just a
freshman and some think he will be
ousting Steve Davidson, veteran catcher, before the season gets very old.
Every ,team needs a good lead off
man and it looks as if "Edward Everett" Horton answers that description.
He is a fast man, bats and throws lefthanded and is a consistent hitter. He
plays left field.
McConnell Looks Impressive
"Russ" McConnell, t h e big boy from
Ambia, Indiana, who was the pre-season's choice as starting pitcher is nursing a sore arm at present, but is looked on as the possible starting pitcher.
Another pitcher who is developing
fast and taking turns on the mound
with McConnell and McCaleb is Earl
Jones, a sophomore. Jones has a good
delivery with plenty of curves and
lots of controL Although he lacks
speed Coach Lantz thinks with a little more trainlng he will develop that.
Hayes Kennard who started as a
pitcher seems to "click" better in the
outfield. Ralph Carlock, another outfielder and brother of Charles, the first
basemen, is a fair hitter and plays well
in the outfield. If Fred Snedeker
could learn to hit the ball more often
he would be a threat to any outfielder.
Joy Jones has about everything a
pitcher needs as far as physique is concerned and should he take the game
more seriously is likely to f'ind a job
at that position. Joy Crites, anxious
to become a pitcher, might prove to .be
a dark horse too.
As soon as these fellows receive a
little more polish~ng and pass the ~apid
fire test on the d1amond they are hkely
to prove invaluable to Coach Lantz before the season ends.

THIRD COACH TO BE
ADDED TO STAFF
FoEowing an announcement by
R. G. Buzzard early
last week to the effect that a
third coach would be added to
Eastern's staff in 1936-37, numerous applications are being received from all parts of the state.
According to Mr. Buzzard's statement, the new coach will definitely have charge of football
and probably basketball.
Presi~ent

Both C. P. Lantz and W. S.
Angus will remain on the staff,
Lantz as director of athletics
and Angus as director of phystcal
education. Lantz coached both
nnajor sports for 24 years before
giving up his duties because of
health last year. Angus was head
of these sports during the past

~ar.

. _ __ __

l

New Foes Grace
19 3 6 Grid Card
-Coach C. P. Lantz last week completed his 1936 football schedule. Two
newcomers appear on the card and two
r-egular foes in the past few seasons
will not be played in '36 ·
Wheaton and Eureka are the n ew
additions. Eastern will meet both on
their fields. DeKalb and Indiana Central Normal of Danville, Ind., have
been dropped from the 1936 schedule.
Eastern's two traditional foes, State
Normal and Gar.bondale, have been retained.

I

ST UDENTS

NEWELL'S

We saw an excellent

show

Convey the Real Easter Spirit

at

Casey Saturday nig·ht when the
University of lllinois gy'm te:tm
put on a show sponsored by the
Boy Scouts of that city.
The
Dlini team had sixteen acts in
their program and every one of
them was a knock-out.
It was
very easy for us to pick out Captain Fisher, twice Big Ten champion.

with EASTER REMEMBRANCE CP,.RDS . . . . We have a fine
::;election on display for your every need.

' KING
Book

Eureka and Wheaton have compiled
records similar to Eastern's for the
past several seasons. This should make
Eastern's 1936 card consider·a bly more
interesting. Panther chances for suecess should also be increased. Indiana
---EISTC--State of Terre Haute will provide
Patronize our NeWS' advertisers!
Homecoming opposition this year, the
game to be played on Oct. 17.
The complete schedule is:
F OUNTAIN SERVI CEOctober 3 - Wheaton, at Wheaton;
Oct. 10, Oakland City (Ind.), at Char- , GROCERIES AND MEATS
leston; Oct. 17, Indiana State, at CharHome Style ·Cooking
leston, (Homecoming); Oct. 24, State
Normal university, at Normal; Oct. 31,
Illinois College, at Charleston; Nov. 7,
Macomb Teachers, at Charleston; Nov.
First Door East of Campus
I
13, Carbondale, at Carbondale; Nov. 21, 1
PHONE 73
D. T. FREELAND
Eureka, at Eureka.

BROTHERS

&

Stationery Store-Phone 428

MAGAZINES

NEWSPAPERS

In Stock •••
White ... Red & White . . . Blue & White

LINCOLN INN

- - - E I S T C' -- -

Richard W. W eckel
Presents Program
Richard w. weckel, accompanied
by Mrs. Ethel Scott Phipps, played
two violin solos at the Methodist
church Thursday night, April
2.
j They were Ave Maria, by BachGounod and Meditation, from "Thais"
by Massenet.
·

A Subject for
Much Thought
to the co~lege student, is something
to eat. If you think first of Werden's Grocery you will m ake an A.

WERDEN GROC.
South Side Square

---EISTC---

Head of Educa tion
Department Speaks
Miss Emma Reinhardt, head of the
education department, spoke at a .
meeting of the DeKalb chapter of ~·
Kappa Delta Pi in DeKalb, TIL, on
March 27. Miss Reinhardt also was
guests at a dinner given by Alpha. chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma. Miss
Ruth Taylor of the Northern State 1
T eachers college faculty, is president
of the Alpha chapter.
- - - E ISTC: - - -

Say it with flowers this Easter. Carroll, Florist, 413 7th, Phone 39.

New Oxfords

EAST SIDE SQUARE

For Spring and Easter

-

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

-

WELCOM'E S YOU!

Whites, two tones, blacks, browns and suedes. Pointed toes,
French toes, and wing tips. I n fact, most any style you might
desire . Sizes 6 to 11; widths A t o E.

It Pays t o Look Well

You'll .G et More for Your Dolla r at

A good hair cut just doesn't ha.ppen
-it is t he result of lon g experience
an d careful attention. You can get
that kind of service at the

MURRAY'S

HOLMES BARBER
SHOP

RYAN SHOE CO.

CLOTHING!

Sout hwest Corner of Squar e ·

SHOES!

FURNISHINGS!

You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for the girl.

I
I

I

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

I ALEXANDER'S

NEW FORD V-8 FOR 1936 . . . . . IT NEEDS NO BREAKING-IN

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

COATS
DRESSES
SP ORTS WEAR
MUSI C

PHONE 666
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News Editorial Contest Writer
Fears Neutrality Is Impractical

College Foods Class
j .................................................... EI Group Takes Part
Entertains Thursday MAYBE PROFESSOR'S
In Program at Kansas
BOOK CHANGED FORM

The Sophomore foods class with
Eastern's band and President R. G.
•
Merle Biggs and Marjorie Espy as
The absent minded professor is Buzzard shared honors in a celebrao d policy of neutrality is no insurance hostesses served a dinner to ~ group
This is the fifth editorial enwith us again, which is nothing tion at Kansas Friday afternoon on
against being drawn into a major war. of people entertained by the educatered in the News contest, "Will
out of the ordinary if we are to the occasion of laying the corner
Neutrality Keep Us Out of War?"
To assert our raditional neutral rights tion d~partment, Thursday, at six
believe the wags who constantly stone for the new Kansas high school
Robert Finley writes.
is not only a hindrance but is an ac- o'clock. The menu was planned from
prod this particular species of in- building. Mr. Buzzard delivered a
tual danger toward causing us to beshort talk and the band played sevstructor.
Many Americans believe that the come involved. Profits tempt adven- the standpoint of giving opportunity
Han-y L. Metter is the latest eral songs.
most likely way to keep the Unit ed turers to embark upon trade and there- to practice the planning and preparaBand members were transported in
States out of war is for this country to after seek assistance from their gov- tion of larger quantities of food than victim. Mr. Metter was running
around over the building Tuesday cars furnished by Messr s. Ashley,
cooperate actively with any attempts ernment to protect them from their ad- that required for home meaJs, at reasonable expense of time, labor, and tearing his hair. He was looking Coleman, Pigg, Ross,
Sunderman,
to preve nt the occurrence of war. ventures.
money. This practice is necessary for
The school
for a red book entitled How to Verwiebe, and Weckel.
Many other Americans believe that the
the reason that hom.e economics girls
Study. After much running and truck hauled the large instruments.
United States can keep out of future
in the t eaching field are so often
-EISTC--tearing,
he found the book.
It
wars without involving itself in the
In the modern world, a nation does judged by their ability to plan and
actions of belligerent nat'ions, if it will not have to be drawn into war at all prepare this type of meal in their was not a red book. It was green. IT MAY BE LOVE, BUT
The title was not How to Study.
only insist on maintaining a strict in order to suffer from that war. Inter- community. The girls select the menu
WHAT DOES IT MEAN
neutrality. But, as experience of the dependence has become such that a and plan the work for each individuaJ It was "The Art of Thinking.
Evidently this was a case of
world war showed, it is not easy to major war causes a suffering to all the according to the available free hours
"Lu bo ne katorshka." That my
maintain this status.
Unfortunately, nations of the world. Present suffer- of each. Consideration is given to
faculty association.
dear ignorant college students, is Rusin order to keep out of any future war ing among our farmers is largely due the previous practice of each girl and •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••""""" sian, at least Rimplegarian Russian.
between great powers, the United to economic dislocations in supply of provision is made for the specific needs
, 1Transl ~ted it means "Love is no potaStates must do much more than to re- trade and food stuffs which took p'ace of each individual.
PROSPECTIVE GRADS MAY
to." · This obscure st atement 'is made
main technically neutral.
HAVE JOURNAL OF NEA by several members of the crazy Rimplong before we entered the world war.
ElsTc--legar family in the play, Three-CornOverdevelopment of American wheat
Moon. We advise you to see that
ered
fields began when European farmers
Seniors and graduating sophomores play to find out why "love is no potaThere is no protective magic in the ~topped farming and beg~n fighting. If,
who. have not yet received the Febru- to."
word "neutrality" itself. In fact, the m 1917, we had stood aside and allow(Continued from Page 6)
ary
and March issues of the Journal of
- - - E I STC:--very conditions of neutrality engender ed the cause of individual freedom to
the
Nat'i onal Education
association
frictions which now-a-days are likely go down, we should still have suffered
Sa
y
it
wit
h flower s this Easter. Carmay obtain them in Room 10 on Wedeventually to implicate a powerful to almost the same degree from the dancers. h ave done without George and
roll,
Flor
ist,
413 7th, Phone 39.
nesday and Thursday mornings !beneutral in any war in which great dislocations and a lso have been on the Carl.
tween 7:45 and 12 o'clock.
states may be engaged, especially, if way to suffer from much worse dangers
Eleanor Gabel, Mary F. Etherton,
---EISTc--one happens to be a naval power. from which we are now free.
The and Gertrude Foltz should be mentionPROCLAMATION: Ye students of
Neutrality does not only signify a world has been tied together and there ed for their work. What would a perThe Landis Lock-Stitch method of
form ance be with out music, properties, E'aStern are hereby notified that shoe
rigid compliance by the United Sta tes is no self-sufficiency.
repairing gives longer wear,
and costumes ? . . . . Judges could not Miss Kathryn Walker has in some
with the duties which international law
greater comfort and new appearagree as to whether Mr. Sloan or Mr.
imposes upon non-belligerent nations.
manner become bereft of a valuable j ance.
It is much more important to pre- Thut was most "fetching in his raiThe situation is much less simple.
notebook. Said individual is anxious
Only once in our history has our vent war any p:.ace than to attempt to m ent" . . . . P ers onally, Mr. Hughes to have said property restored. If ye
government attempted to convert neu- steer our own course after war has was our choice . . . . Van Horn was students can divulge
information
trality into isolation.
In a much come. When serious war breaks out in just showing the high school boys how leading to recovery of such, please rePHONE 74
simpler period and by the popular any place in the world. we are apt to it's done.
port at office.
President Thomas Jefferson, the at- be gravely hurt whatever we do.
Mr. Alter gave up his bright green
tempt was unsuccessful. The violent Whether or not we allow ourselves to be tie for a red, red hair ribbon .... But
reaction nearly disrupted the Federal drawn into actual war is of compar- you should h ave h eard the faculty
Union. Tbe ultimate result was in atvely little importance. All we can conversation in the dress'ing room after
part the cause of getting us into the do then is to consider whether injury the game. They forgot that ,t he girls'
war of 1812. So, when we say that the done us by entering the war will off- dressing room was next door.
TUESDAY, APRIL "i, IS OUR FIRS.T BANK NITE---EISTc--great mass of our people wish to re- set the evils which some combatants
Marianne Moore has collected "Semain neutral, speaking with exactness, will do us if we do not step forward
YOU CAN 'T AFFORD TO MISS IT (if you have not
we do not mean that at all. We only to defend ourselves. The theory that lected Poems," a release of the year '
registered, do so now)
mean they wish to keep out of war- we can save ourselves entirely by isola- 1935. Call No. 811 M76 will secUTe the
copy.
tion is an economic fantasy.
which is a different thing.
Manifestly, war can be prevented
Traditional neutrality has a powerful sentiment behind it, and is per- only by a policy of international cohaps the measure of the progress of operation. Individual effort on the
in
humanity toward peace.
part of any n ation cannot secure t h a t
end . Progress t oward it can only be
m ade when the nations of t he earth
Perhaps in earlier periods of history, together r ecognize it as an objective
when life was simpler, older methods and march toward it.
ADM. 25c TO ALL
The problem of neutrality is only a
carried more weight. War has become
too dangerous to be dealt with by old subordinate problem. The real problem
methods. The people, who think t hey
WED.-THURSDAYAdm. 10c & 25c
(Continued on Page . 8)
can stand aside and look a t war from a
distance without ultimately becoming
involved in it, are the ones who, in the
opinion of experienced men, are not
realists but dreamers. The gigantic
economic and social changes in civilizawith
tion have produced the feeling that
Irvin S. COBB, Rochelle HUDSON-Norman FOSTERsome cooperative act ion by t he n ations
Every package fresh, direct
Warren HYMER-Alan DINEHART-Donald MEEK
of t he world is now necessary to prefrom the makers. Excellent
vent or minimize war i:n the modern
Shows 2 :30-7 :00-9 :00
Also News-Comedyvariety at $1,$1.25 and $1.50lb.
world. The several treaties which fol{Formerly the Cash Grocery)
lowed t he war all represent the gropohQ
FRIDAY-BARGAIN DAYC001tinuous from 2:30
ing but earnest efforts on the part of
the modern world to initiate such a
collective system.
In
East Side Square
PHONE 270
History has clearly shown that the

Innocents Suffer

I

House Sparkled
IOpen
.
'
News Reviewer Says

Its Real Meaning

Consider This Fact-

Prevent Wars!

The GOLDEN RULE
SH,O E SHOP

--LINCOLN THEATR ___

I

Claire TREVOR-Paul KELL.Y
-Michael WHALEN

'Song and Dance Man'

o Longer Effective

A Picture that was Written for Will Rogers

Now Open
for Business

Wink's Grocery
Complete Line of
Groceries

CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE

CANDY SHOP

Margaret SULLIVAN

'Next Time We Love'

•
•

with

Entirely New Stock-F'resh Meats

PHONE 531
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
DAILY

tct EASTER

'Everybody's Old Man'

James STEWART-Ray MILLAND
-Grant .Mli TCI{ELL

WILLIA..i"\'1 WINK.LEBLACK, Prop.

ALSO SHORT SUBJECTS

lOc to all till5:30; then lOc & 15c
SATURDAY ONLY-

Spring

Boris KARLOFF
in

DRESSES

'The Walking Dead'
with

Ricardo CORTEZ - Margarite CHURCHILL-Barton MacLANE-Warren HULL

You 'II Enjoy Wearing

Also Comedy-Cartoon-

Here's an unusual, ve·r y special chance to
get style and quality at an unbelievably
low price.

in

..fhe
DE·CATUR, ILL.

DRESS SHOP
1309 FOURTH STREET

APRIL 12-13

Clark GABLE-Myrna LOY
-Jean HARLO'W

CINDERELLA HOSE ...... 59c, 79c and $1.00

MARGARET'S

Shows 1 :30-3:30-7:00-9 :00

SUNDAY-MONDAY-

•
•

Adm. 10c & 25c

Adm. 75c person

'WIFE VERSUS SECRETARY'
NOTE: Bargain Day is on Friday This Week
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Neutrality Question .
Discussed for News
(Continued trum P age

1

Artist Foreman Leads Us in Saying:

7)

A model of "Old Faithful" was begun at Physics Seminar Tuesday evesisters, colored, from Pemberton, Illi- ning in the physics lab at 7 o'clock.
nois, also sang one number, followed This project, to show the "hows and
by Accordion Sam from Piccolo, across whys" of geysers, was fashioned under
the Bay.
the direction of Earland Ritchie, adAfter a brief intermission for sta- viser of th~ study and discussion
tion announcements,
Cooper and group. It consists of an inverted cone
Spence, famous dance team, opened containing water which is made to
the second portion of the hour by . erupt at re~ula.r intervals by applicapresenting a comedy act in three 1 tion of a sensitive. flame. The model,
parts. This was followed by the three when completed, Will be used for demOs quartet singing, "Give Me My onstration purposes in high school and
Boots and Saddle."
college physics classes.
---EISTC--Kate Walker, singer who lives some
ten miles south of here, near Rock
MORE DESKS ARRIVE
Bottom, performed the magnificent
feat of reaching low F. A feat never
"We are trying to arrange it so that
before accomplished by any woman every faculty member will have a desk
over station WEI. Marion Mathas for off hours; so they can hold concame all the way from the hills of old ferences and so-forth," said Raymonu
Virginia to sing Hilly Billy music and Gregg, college . business manager, exThen the Dance Orchestra plaining a new shipment of desks which
1 imitate.
played "The Beautiful Lady in Blue" arrived last Tuesday.
with vocal interpretations by Don
The latest shipment of furniture
Cavins.
from the Illinois State Prison at J oliet
The concluding number on the pro- included six new tables for the ·library,
gram was presented by Mary Cullum, four stenographers' desks, and eight
piano player, who played requests from faculty desks.
the audience. Whole Wheat McNamee, famous sports writer, was the
N. E. Corner Square. PHONE 220
guest artist of the evening and he took
over the commercial advertising to
h elp Blows out.
Others who made this program possible were: Thomas Petty, Josephine .
Bob Waters
Thomas, Walton Morris, Kate Walker, I
Florence Cottingham, John Lewis and
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
Alice Reynolds. J. B. MacGregor and
H. F. Thut, junior class advisers, as-•
The Thinking Fellow Calls a Yellow
sisted.

I

---EISTC---

Lover, Politician
Frames Platform

1)

I

I

I

YELLOW CAB CO.

MODERN ROOMS

Sister of Instructor
Unharmed in Storm

---EISTC---

Newspaper readers will instantly snap
to attention at the mention of Heywood Broun. A collection of his "It
Seems to Me" essays have recently
been added to the library.

LAWES
HOTEL
Under New Management

Girl Scouts are planning a cookie
sale this week.
Several Eastern
co-eds belong to this organization
and will assist with the sale. Further instructions will be forthcoming.
. EI~Tc
, Campus C_hl'l~terung: George "Bringj em-back-a.live' Buck.

H

orne

C

k d F
e

d

REASONABLE RATES

By Day or Week-Newly Decm·ated Throughout

COOKIE SALE PLANNED -

A disastrous tornado that whipped
through the South Sunday left a
sister of Miss Lena B. Ellington,
member of the history department,
unharmed, according to a message received here late Monday eve~ing. Her
sister lives in Tupelo, special _target
for the tornado, which accordmg to I
the wire, practically demo~ished the
city. The storm occurred Sunday I
night, but no message could be &ent j
out of the stricken area until communication
lines
were
restored.
Seventy-nine were killed in the disaster.

5)

RENA M. THOMPSON, PROPRIETRESS
Charleston, Ill.

Phone 42-5th & Jackson

Smart Easter Shoes!

s

00
00
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, SMips
Plate Lunches 25c

All White
Black a.nd White Combinations
Brown and White
Blue and White

LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker
"Jimmie'' Tedrick·

MARINELLO

Honest Abe is the man that help put
the bonus through for the war vets.
Mr. Lincoln is for hard roads. And the
old age pension. The giant and rail
splitter will lower these high taxes. The
great emancipator will bring back the
old times for the people, Second Abe
Lincoln is a candidate on the republican for 1936 president of the United
States. Mr. Lincoln stand with the go-p. My platform is the constitution.
Honest Abe will knock the sales taxes,
and will help the labor man, and the
farmer. Mr. Lincoln will give the war
vets a pension. I will appreciate your
support-The Second Honest young C'.
A. Lincoln."
Since Drs. Coleman and Seymour are
"donks" instead of "gops," the managership will be limited to all other
present or future politically minded
pedagogs.

Fletcher's Grocery

WHITE
PLUMBING & HEATING
COMPANY
Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work

BEAUTY SHOP
North Side Square
SPECIALIZING
in Ali Kinds of
BEAUTY WORK
W. C. Peters, Prou.

PHONE 295

Phone 1506

-

·

INVART'S

BDOWNbiltSHOE STORE
R AI.OU'

CHARLE STON

H C\ c; l r A V

ILL .

BOV SC OUT
SHO£

<;

C".dve Dick. Mgr.

Easter Time ...
KRACKER BOX
FREE COFFEE
with every 15c lunch

Fred Fletcher, Prop.

•

IS

DRESS- UP' TIME

Operated by "Bob" and "Ab"

COME IN AND SEE THE NEW MODELS
AND FABRICS

Royal Typewriters

You '11 like th.e dash and vim expressed by the style lines
t hat accentuate broad shoulders and trim waist lines. New
window pane checks and chalk line stripes add to the attract.iveness of the models and the prices are easy.

Repairing

"WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS"
Phone 422

Geysers Discussed
First Ama!eur Night
Proclatmed Success
By Physics Seminar
(Continued from Page

is to prevent war from arising. As in
medicine, our main effort should be
preventive hygiene, not subsequent surgery-war prevention, not subsequently
keeping out of war. When we turn to
consider what we can do for our safety
after a great war actually begins, we
find that even then the conditions of
the modern world have modified the
scope of possible neutrality. Our own
government, as a signatory of the Kellogg Pact, is a party to a treaty which
may give us rights and impose on us
obligations with respect to a contest being waged by other nations. We may
even find ourselves facing military operations which are being carried on by
a group of nations to limit and terminate what they deem to be a breach
of peace on the part of a nation which
they consider an aggressor. Manifestly, this in itself involves a modification of the traditional rights of neutrality. Conditions will always arise in
which it is impossible for an individual
or a nation to remain neutral in
thought or in action.
Neutrality alone cannot keep us out
of war. There are obligations which
we must assume and rights which we
must waive if we wish to obtain our objective. Our experience in the world
war should teach us that lesson. There
is a serious question whether under the
circumstances, the price of neutrality
may not be too high and whether neutrality with such added burdens and
concessions, or surrender of rights will
not be too disagreeable a status for this
country to assume.
The restrictions which we might be
compelled to place upon our commerce
might lead to a practical embargo on
all our trade with belligerents. Ensuing discussions over this could lead to
a government curb upon discussion
which might be dangerously near an
infringement of the freedom of the
press. To keep from being embroiled in
major wa,rs of the modern world, we
should virtually be obliged to impose
restrictions and burdens upon the commercial activities and personal lives of
our people, which, even in the simpler
times o! a century and a quarter ago,
were quickly found to be intolerable.
The only certain way to keep out of
war is to prevent that war from taking place. That hope lies in the earnest, intelligent, and unselfish cooperation of the nations of the world
toward that end. Until America is
ready to do her part in such an endeavor, the life of the nation may be
at the mercy of the next war.

(Continued from Page
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E. L. ·C HURCH

463 Lincoln St.

505 No. 22nd Street
MATTOON
ILLINOIS

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

A.

c.

ADKINS

Groceries and Meats

We Carry a Complete Line of
School Supplies

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

WILSON BROS. HABERDASHERY

Linder Clothing Company"On the Corner"

